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ABSTRACT
This application report describes the challenges faced when attenuating large signals for digitization and
provides solutions for converting a large single-ended input signal to a differential signal sampled by an
ADC.
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Introduction
Data-acquisition systems and digitizer front-ends are often paired with high-sensitivity sensors that
produce low-level output signals (for example, measuring the voltage drop across a low-resistance shunt
to measure the current in the circuit). In such cases the amplifier signal chains are configured in highgains to maximize the dynamic range of the ADC. High-precision, differential input ADCs such as the
ADS89xxB and ADS9110, ADS9120 from Texas Instruments are typically limited to a maximum
recommended supply of 5 V and a corresponding maximum differential input range of 10 VPP when the
reference voltage (VREF) is set to 5 V.
However, In high-power industrial signal chains, the input signal to the system can be much larger in
which case the amplifier signal chain must attenuate the signal input down to the acceptable input range
of the ADC. Figure 1 shows a simple illustration of the difference between a low signal input and high
signal input ADC front end.
High-gain signal chain

Attenuating signal chain

Figure 1. High Gain versus Attenuating Signal Chains
In signal chain designs like these, there are many factors to consider such as bandwidth, slew rate,
distortion, and power but the two factors we will discuss in this article are:
1. Attenuating the signal to within the ADC input range
2. Choosing a fully differential amplifier (FDA) for the ADC driver stage that maximizes the input signal
range of the ADC
The analysis presented in this document assumes a single-ended input to differential-output because this
scenario has more stringent requirements compared to the differential-input to differential-output scenario.
Assume the FDA feedback resistors (RF) and the gain resistors (RG) are the same for each half of the
FDA.
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Analysis
Figure 2 shows a typical single-ended to differential attenuator configuration using an FDA. For highpower industrial data acquisition systems that need high input impedance (Hi-Z), low input bias current
(pico-amps typically) and rail-to-rail input and output devices such as the OPA2810 (27-V, 70-MHz GBW)
and OPA192 (36-V, 10-MHz GBW) from Texas Instrument are commonly used in a buffer configuration in
front of the differential amplifier. Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the high input impedance signal chain
using the OPA2810 and OPA192, respectively.
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Figure 2. Attenuator Fully Differential Amplifier Configuration
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Figure 3. Hi-Z Signal Chain With an OPA2810 Buffer Stage
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Figure 4. Hi-Z Signal Chain With an OPA192 Buffer Stage

2.1

Signal Chain Requirements
First we will discuss the differential amplifier parameters to consider when attenuating the signal to within
the ADC maximum input range, as shown in Figure 2. This attenuating signal chain is sometimes referred
as a funnel signal chain because the signal is narrowing as it goes through the driver stage of the ADC.
Equation 1 shows the relationship between the single-ended input signal and the differential output. The
common-mode at each output, VO+ and VO–, is set to the voltage forced on the VOCM input (VREF / 2 in the
example in Figure 2) because of the inherent properties of the FDA.
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where
•
•

VODIFF = Output differential voltage
VISE = Input single-ended voltage

(1)

Because this input configuration is single-ended, an important factor to consider in the design is the
common-mode voltage at the inputs, VIN+ and VIN–, of the FDA. The common-mode input voltage only has
a DC component for the differential input case, but for the single-ended input case the input voltage a DC
and an AC component; see Equation 2. The first half of the equation with VOCM in the numerator
represents the DC term that is a fixed-value scaled VOCM fed back to the input by the feedback network
whereas the second term with VO± in the numerator is the AC term whose value is a scaled output, VO, that
changes as VO changes.
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where
•

VIN_CM = Common-mode voltage and is equal to VIN+ and VIN– because of the amplifier input virtual short
property

(2)

Why is Equation 2 important in our attenuator amplifier application? Assuming the VO peak is fixed by the
maximum voltage allowed at the ADC input, depending on the single-ended peak-to-peak input voltage,
RG must be higher than RF by the same factor by which the input signal needs to be attenuated. Hence,
with a larger RG in the numerator, a larger portion of the VO voltage is fed to the input, resulting in a higher
VIN_CM peak voltage. If the input peak voltage is very high or the circuit has a high attenuation factor, we
may start violating the input common-mode range, especially on the high side. FDAs often have a
common-mode input range all the way to the negative supply but not as much headroom from the positive
supply.

2.2

Circuit Examples
Let’s consider an example with the ADS8900B ADC and a VREF of 5 V to see how a high-voltage FDA
such as the THS4561 (12.6-V max supply) can be advantageous over the THS4551 (5-V max supply)
considering these devices have similar VIN_CM headroom specifications. For a 36-VPP single-ended input
centered around a 0-V common-mode voltage, the FDA must be configured for an attenuation of 5 VP / 18
VP or 10 VPP / 36 VPP = 0.278 V/V. Assuming RF = 1 kΩ, RG is approximately 3.61 kΩ. Setting VOCM =
VREF / 2 = 2.5 V and with each FDA output swinging ±2.5 V about VOCM, substituting the values in
Equation 2, we can derive the VIN_CM signal. This calculation is shown in Equation 3.
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C 3.916 V

VIN_CM

3.916 VPP 1.958 V

C0V

Figure 5. VIN_CM Waveform Based On Equation
Table 1 lists the power supply and common-mode input range comparison for the THS4561 and
THS4551. The absolute maximum supply of the THS4551 is 5.5 V but good practice is to limit the
operating supply to approximately 90% of the absolute maximum rating for design margin reasons. Using
a 5-V operating supply, the maximum common-mode high input allowed is 3.9 V typical and 3.8 V
specified minimum. It is then obvious that THS4551 will run into VIN_CM headroom issues. However, in the
case of the THS4561, which is a 12.6-V device, we can use a higher supply voltage, which then allows for
a higher VIN_CM voltage and the VIN_CM calculated in Equation 3 is now within the allowable range of the
device.
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Table 1. THS4561 versus THS4551 Power-Supply and Common-Mode Input Range
THS4561

SPECIFICATION
(TA = 25°C)

MIN

TYP

Abs max supply

THS4551
MAX

MIN

TYP

13.5

Power-supply range

2.85

Common-mode input, low
Common-mode input, high

VS+ – 1.2

10

12.6

VS– – 0.1

VS–
VS+ – 1.2

UNIT

5.5

V

5

5.4

V

VS– – 0.2

VS– – 0.1

V

2.7

VS+ – 1.1

MAX

VS+ – 1.1

V

For the signal chains of Figure 3 and Figure 4 that use the OPA2810 and OPA192, respectively, in front of
the FDA stage, Table 2 shows the attenuation needed in the FDA stage based on the input signal and the
5-V maximum allowed ADC input, and the common-mode input swing the FDA must support. VREF is
assumed to be 5 V and hence VOCM is set at 2.5 V. The THS4561 supports the full output swing of either
the OPA2810 or OPA192 if used with greater than 5-V supplies and the THS4551 with 5-V supplies
supports the full swing of the OPA2810 with very little margin but struggles to support the full swing of the
OPA192.
Table 2. Attenuation and VIN_CM Results for Configurations in Figure 3 and Figure 4

2.3

HIGH-Z BUFFER

INPUT SIGNAL
SWING

OPA2810
OPA192

ATTENTUATION (RF / RG)

VIN_CM

VIN_CM SWING

–11.5 V to +11.5 V

5 V / 11.5 V to 0.44 V

1.96 VDC ± 1.74 V

0.22 to 3.7 V

–17.5 V to +17.5 V

5 V / 17.5 V = 0.29 V/V

1.96 VDC ± 1.94 V

0.02 to 3.9 V

Amplifier Output Limitations
This is a good lead into the second part of the discussion. While evaluating the VIN_CM limitation of the
THS4551, we assumed that the THS4551 output can swing all the way to 5 V on a 5-V supply. Herein lies
the other limitation of a 5-V device compared to a 12-V device such as the THS4561. Both the THS4551
and THS4561 can typically swing to within 200 mV of each supply and specified to swing within 230 mV
and 350 mV of the supplies, respectively. Which means that with a 0-V to 5-V supply, the THS4551 and
THS4561 are typically limited to a 9.2-VPP differential output that is lower than the 10-VPP differential input
that the ADC allows with a 5-V VREF. The SNR of the ADC and subsequently that of the signal chain
generally suffers when a VREF lower than the maximum allowed by the ADC must be selected to
accommodate the limited output swing of the ADC driver.
The differential output range of the THS4551 and THS4561 can be theoretically increased to
approximately 9.5 VPP by using a 0.23-V negative bias generator such as the LM7705. However, to truly
realize a 10-VPP differential output from the ADC driver for an ADC using a 5-V VREF, a high-voltage device
such as the THS4561 using higher than 5.5-V supplies is generally the best solution because the output
headroom likely reduces even further as the loading increases on the output when driving the charge
bucket filter and the ADC input.
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TINA-TI Simulation
Figure 6 shows the TINA-TI circuit and the simulation results for the THS4561 in an attenuator
configuration. The supplies used are –0.5 V to 5.5 V and VOCM is set to 2.5 V. As shown in the simulation
results, there is no VIN_CM (VIN+ and VIN–) waveform alteration and the outputs can swing all the way to 5 V
when the VODIFF swing is the full 10-VPP differential that is the full swing range allowed by the ADC input.

Figure 6. THS4561 TINA Circuit and Simulated Results
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The input common-mode limitation is not as much of an issue for the differential input case because the
input common-mode is only set by the DC term in Equation 2 and the AC term is zero. Hence, either the
THS4551 or THS4561 serve the purpose well. However, the THS4561 does help overcome the output
swing limitation because of the high voltage capability of the device.
We have primarily focused on the DC analysis of the attenuator amplifier configuration in this article but
something to be wary of for such a configuration is its AC stability and gain peaking. Because of the
attenuator configuration, the frequency response can have gain peaking and depending on the amount of
peaking, the stability of the circuit may be compromised. In such situations, adding noise shaping
capacitors across the inputs and the feedback resistors may be required to reduce the peaking to an
acceptable level or stabilize the circuit.

4

Summary
In summary, the 5-V supply of the THS4551 may not be a limiting factor in a number of ADC driver
applications because one can design around the common-mode input limitations, and in certain instances,
also around the maximum output swing to achieve high SNR considering the low noise of the THS4551.
However, for applications that are single-ended and have large input signal swing or where the maximum
output swing is required to match the maximum input range of the ADC, a high-voltage FDA such as the
THS4561 can be advantageous. Also for applications such as PCM audio DAC output a high-voltage FDA
such as the THS4561 is almost always beneficial because this device allows amplification of the DAC
output to large signal swings.
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